Profit Island Project
East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana

Lower Tuscaloosa Play
Blue Moon Exploration Company has identified and leased four excellent low risk development
opportunities for substantial reserves in the Profit Island Field of East Baton Rouge Parish. This
multi-well project is within the prolific Lower Tuscaloosa Trend of South Louisiana with proven
reserves, land locations, excellent 3-D seismic, high flow rates, multiple objectives, established
infrastructure and unitization.
Profit Island is a 3.9 square mile island located in the Mississippi River, accessible only by boat.
The island has undeveloped roads with a lodge and is used primarily for hunting. Oil and gas
infrastructure consists of an old production platform with a pipeline to the east bank of the river.

Profit Island Prospect
In 1978 Hunt Petroleum permitted a wildcat location on Profit Island in the Mississippi River.
The 20,200’ well (Hunt #1 Transmatch) was to test the lower Tuscaloosa sands recently
discovered in several adjacent fields, reaching TD in August, 1978. Electrical logs indicated a 100
foot thick pay zone at 19,065 feet (G Sand) which was tested at 14,125 MCFGPD and 650 BCPD
with a FTP of 7,610 lbs on an 18/64 choke in October, 1978. A production platform and flow
lines were installed, burrowing under the river and across the surface to the Port Hudson Field
Facility, five miles north. Initial production for sales commenced in April, 1981.
During this time period, Hunt drilled three additional tests based on poor quality 2-D seismic data.
The Hunt A-1 (located north) and the Hunt C-1 (located west) resulted in dry holes. The Hunt B-1
(located east) logged pay in two intervals, 18,900’ - 19,300’ (B & C sands) and 19,585’ - 19,700’
(J sand). Sparse well control and complex stratigraphy at the time probably contributed to Hunt’s
decision to commingle the two zones on testing, not recognizing the now obvious separation of the
productive intervals by a large regional fault. Originally the well tested water free, but additional
testing showed an increase of water inflow. The source of the water is unclear due to the lower
zone (J sand) being pay over water and the numerous wet sands between the zones, a very
unsanitary completion to say the least.
In November of 1981, the Hunt #1 (G sand) completion was flowing with a gas rate of +/-13
MMCFPD when Hunt management decided to open the choke, increasing the gas rate to 20
MMCFGPD. The increased rate triggered some sand production, resulting in a choke failure and
causing the gas rate to further increase to 45 MMCFGPD before sanding up. Excessive sand
production, the remote location and human error also contributed to extensive wellbore damage.
The flowlines and pipeline sanded up all the way to the Port Hudson facility, a distance of five
miles.
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Hunt was unsuccessful in returning the well to its pre-sanding up condition and the #1 well was P
& A in early 1983. Cumulative production from the G sand completion totaled 3.2 BCFG and 123
MBC prior to abandonment.
Failure to re-establish production to previous rates and increasing water cut in the B-1 well along
with the 2 dry holes, essentially marked the end for Hunt in the area.
It was 23 years later (2006) when Pennington Oil and Gas decided to drill an offset to the Hunt #1
based on some early vintage low fold 3-D seismic. Pennington drilled their well with a surface
location on the east bank of the river, easily accessible by road compared to the remote island
location of Hunt. It appears Pennington’s engineers were somewhat aggressive on mud weight in
the pressure regressed Lower Tuscaloosa section resulting in stuck pipe and two sidetracks prior to
reaching total depth. However, electrical logs indicated pay in a total of seven sands of the Lower
Tuscaloosa with an initial completion in the G sand, fault separated from Hunt’s #1 G sand
completion.
Water production from the onset was probably due to the high angle wellbore and poor cement
job. Production totaled 2.2 BCFG and 124 MBC prior to a workover attempt. During these
efforts, the wireline parted resulting in the tools and wireline left in the hole. Failing to recover
the fish, the active G sand completion and the D-1 zone behind pipe were abandoned.
Blue Moon’s mapping of new high quality 3-D seismic data has defined the G sand reservoir as
340 acres with a reserve potential of 18.4 BCFG and 1.1 MMBC. Subtracting Pennington’s 2.2
BCFG and 124 MBC yields a net 16+ BCFG and almost 1 MMBC remaining in the G sand alone.
Structurally an upthrown north dipping feature, Blue Moon’s leasehold and unitization position
would allow an updip test for these proven reserves. Additionally, Blue Moon’s proposed initial
well would evaluate proven reserves in the deeper J sand on this upthrown feature (70’ J sand pay
tested but never produced in Hunt B-1). Adding in the D sand (logged and tested pay on this
structure) with the J sand totals another 42 BCFG and 2 MMBC potential for the initial test.
The shallower A, B and C sands of the Lower Tuscaloosa are productive on a downthrown 3 way
closure proven by logged pay in the Pennington well. The C-1 sand is the active completion in the
Pennington well with a cumulative production of 1.3 BCFG and 119 MBC. Recent test data
shows an active water drive with a flow rate of 626 MCFGPD, 49 BCPD and 820 BWPD on a
15/64” choke with a FTP of 315 lbs. The B sand reserves are behind pipe.
Blue Moon’s 3-D seismic shows the Pennington C-1 completion in a down-dip structural position
on this 410 acre reservoir. With 15’ pay over water (60’ thick sand) and 75’ relief to be gained,
Blue Moon expects the C-1 sand (60’) full to base with remaining reserves of over 25 BCFG and
2.5 MMBC.
Additional potential reserves of 45 BCFG and 1.5 MMBC is present in the A, B and C-3 sands.
These shallower reserves require an additional unit well at a location north of the initial proposed
test.
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South Profit Island Prospect
Evident on Blue Moon’s mapping is a prospective downthrown portion of the deep seated Profit
Island anticline. The Hunt B-1 (as previously discussed) is productive in the A, B and C sands.
Commingled on testing with the deeper, upthrown J sand, these zones were never produced for
sales.
Synclinally separated and located south of the prospect, numerous wells in the False River Field
are productive in these Lower Tuscaloosa sands. Blue Moon’s mapping of the South Profit Island
prospect shows prospective areas ranging from 900 - 1200 acres on these objective sands. The
proposed well will be up to 140’ high to the B-1 pay zones tested but never produced. Total
potential reserves are 149 BCFG and 3.7 MMBC and would require a directional well from an
easily road accessed location.

North Profit Island Prospect
North Profit Island Prospect is located one mile northwest of Profit Island field. This untested
anticlinal structure is synclinally separated from Profit Island Field (south) and Irene Field (east)
and ranges from 350 - 650 acres of closure. Easily mapped, the structure becomes more
pronounced with depth and is prospective for all the regional Lower Tuscaloosa sands productive
in adjacent fields. Blue Moon has assigned potential reserves of 136+ BCFG and 6 MMBC for
this untested anticlinal structure.

Southwest Irene Prospect
This play is an eastward extension of Blue Moon’s Profit Island Prospect and located southwest of
Irene field. The prospect has downthrown potential in the shallower portion of the Lower
Tuscaloosa (A, B and C sands) with the deeper (G and J sands) on an upthrown closure. The Hunt
No. 1 Bourgeois well logged potential pay in the B sand at an extreme down-dip position (300’
low to the crest) in the downthrown block. Blue Moon assigns a reserve potential of 156 BCFG
and 6 MMBC to Southwest Irene and proposes a test similar to Hunt’s B-1 well, i.e. testing the A,
B and C sands downthrown then cutting the fault and testing the G and J sands upthrown.

Summary of Potential Reserves
Profit Island

-

South Profit Island -

Lower Tuscaloosa - A, B, C, D, G and J Sands
132.8 BCFG and 7.4 MMBC
Lower Tuscaloosa - A, B, C, D Sands
148.8 BCFG and 3.7 MMBC
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North Profit Island -

Lower Tuscaloosa - A, B, C, D, and G Sands
136.3 BCFG and 5.8 MMBC

SW Irene

Lower Tuscaloosa - A, B, C, D, and G Sands
155.6 BCFG and 6.3 MMBC

-

TOTAL RESERVE POTENTIAL - 573 BCFG + 23 MMBO
Blue Moon has assembled a lease block totaling ±2900 acres allowing for
the development of the four prospects. Units covering the Lower Tuscaloosa are
already established for all four prospects. Some additional acreage will need to be
acquired on SW Irene prior to spud.

Land:

Proposed Initial Tests:
Profit Island requires a 21,000’ directional pipe test. The test well will be drilled
from a location on the east bank of the Mississippi River. It will be directionally
drilled westerly to a bottom hole under Profit Island in Section 25 - 5S - 2W.
Using an S Curve design-drilling plan, we anticipate to be vertical through the
objective section, decreasing risk and increasing success for cementing and
completion. Estimated cost to drill the well is $12,900,000 Dry Hole and
$16,170.000 completed.

Terms:

40% Sold
60% WI Available
74% NRI Delivered
Front End Cost on 2905 acres delivered is $2,200,000 to 8/8ths
20% BIAPO on initial well for each unit
3% of 8/8ths ORRI on AMI.
1 well commitment to test Profit Island Prospect
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Austin Chalk - Eagleford Potential
Although primarily a Lower Tuscaloosa sand development project, Blue Moon’s Profit Island leases are
situated in the heart of the fast-developing South-Central Louisiana Austin Chalk over-pressured oil play.
This play has attracted a lot of attention over the last 18 months as large Independents and major oil
companies have assembled considerable acreage blocks in an effort to exploit recent horizontal drilling and
fracing advances pioneered in the deep Austin Chalk in the Karnes Trough and the Giddings Field area of
Texas. EOG, Conoco, Devon, Cimarex, Marathon, PetroQuest and others have recently put together lease
blocks totaling nearly a million acres on strike with and surrounding Blue Moon’s Profit Island lease block.
This renewed interest in the Chalk was generated by a series of remarkable completions in the Karnes
Trough and Giddings Field area in Texas, mostly downdip of the traditional Chalk fairway. A cross-section
of recent completions in these areas with log attributes similar to some of the wells in the south-central
Louisiana play averaged IP’s of over 3,000 BOEPD (80% oil), while one well, the EOG 101 H Fuji, IP’d at
6,850 BOEPD (82% oil). According to an early Petroquest release, “Latest horizontal fracked Austin Chalk
wells in Karnes County, Texas have EURs on average (22 wells) over 600,000 BOE – 500% uplift, over
unfracked wells (104,000 BOE)”.
The EOG Eagle Ranch 14H well in Avoyelles Parish, the first modern horizontal completion on the
Louisiana side of the play, officially IP’d at 1,313 BOEPD (85% oil) but is rumored to have flowed at rates
of over 3,900 BOEPD prior to the state test. The 14H produced an IP60 of over 63,000 BOE.
EOG has been putting together a 200,000 acre lease block just to the west of the Profit Island area and is
reportedly paying $1,500-$2,000/acre. ConocoPhillips, with over 200,000 acres in the play, has recently
contracted a rig to drill 4 wells this year. Cimarex (110,000 acres) will drill at least one well this year, and
Marathon (200,000 acres) and Devon (180,000 acres) are reported to be gearing up to drill also.
Several wells have penetrated the Austin Chalk in the Profit Island area. The Pennington No. 1 Crown
Paper, direct offset adjacent to Blue Moon’s project, had an available mud log. The top of the Chalk
(1,800' thick) is evident at 15,720’MD. The prime target in most of the play, the lower Chalk (A section)
occurs at 16,820' MD with over 400' of >10 ohms resistivity on the E log. Log correlations and 3-D
seismic data show a 200' fault cut (antithetic) at 17,330’ MD. Upon cutting this fault, the mud weight was
immediately cut. The mud log has continuous gas shows for 150 feet, reaching a max of 5200 units with
heavies (C1 - C5). In addition, the Pennington Elog resistivity increases off scale through the balance of
the Chalk interval. Below the Austin Chalk, the Pennington well penetrated a well-developed Eagleford
section, immediately downthrown to a large regional fault (cut at 18,050’ MD) with numerous gas shows,
fluorescence and heavies (C1 - C5).
The stacking of the Austin Chalk and Eagleford unconventional play on top of the huge low risk
reserve potential in the Lower Tuscaloosa Sands provides downside limits making Blue Moon’s Profit
Island Project a unique, high impact investment opportunity.
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